Abstract-Determining whether a user or system is exercising log on to a network, organizations such as the NSF require that appropriate security practices is difficult in any context. Such they first be aggressively scanned for malware and security difficulties are particularly pronounced when uncontrolled or configuration by specialized software. 
I. INTRODUCTION customers' laptops, many of which likely contain sensitive
Access to and protection of many networks has traditionally financial information, is absolutely unacceptable. We argue been predicated, on user authentication. Users providing the that such tradeoffs need, not be absolute. Specifically, the necessary credentials, typically in the form of a password, are average user need not relinquish their privacy in the process given access to some authorized subset of resources within a of demonstrating correct adherence to security policy. domain. While separating "insiders" from unauthorized users,
In this paper, we develop and evaluate a non-invasive host common network admission processes make no assessment of security certification procedure. As a means of demonstration, the safety of the connecting host. Because the machines of we introduce a protocol that allows a host to prove that it has even the most trusted users are becoming the unwitting hosts properly configured, up-to-date, anti-virus software without of the current malware pandemic, user authentication alone is any direct access to its internal state. Inspired by cryptographic no longer a sufficient mechanism for providing protection. In-zero-knowledge proofs [12] , the network provides each client stead, the security configuration of machines must be inspected with a vector of randomly selected file blocks, which are to ensure that all hosts are appropriately protected. either malcode or harmless placebos. The employedl. of ou.r non-invasive, cc ilfication tools. Given thge availala e techniqucs, system scanning is the :most Note that our approach caln also be generalized. to handle often used form of host vetting. XBefore afllowing machines to lmany fo:rmns of securit infrastructure-any securit mechanism that is able to distinguish between normalL and malicious 1A formlulation and definition of network access best practices is explicitlybeairmyeno-tusvlvrfedThcnrbtonf outside the scope of this work. Readers interested inl guidelines inl this area bhvo a ennmrsvl elid h otlulno should conlsult CERT [5] or other professionlal securit organlizationas, our work not only lies in the design of the protocol, but also in 1-4244-0423-1/106/$20.00 ©2006 IEEE the efficiency, flexibility, simplicity, and non-intrusive nature actually exposing it. Such proofs are typically implemented of its implementation. using considerable cryptographic machinery, and are used as The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-the basis for many valuable constructions. Using an analagous tion II offers a brief overview of the relevant related work; approach, we ensure that the host to be certified (prover) Section III defines adversary and protocol models; Section IV demonstrates, with a high degree of accuracy, that it is running discusses the implementation of this system and examines the recent and well configured anti-virus software. This mirrors a performance of this protocol; Section V discusses the results zero-knowledge proof in that the host proves it is executing and the application of this protocol to real systems; Section VI the software without allowing the certifying party any direct provides concluding remarks and future avenues for this work. access to the software's execution environment.
Our approach to remotely ensuring one aspect of the se-II. RELATED The threat model adopted. in this work mirrors the standardo by default in the majority of availabls e anti-virus programs. model in this area. Much of the work conducted in this field To support the remaining two goals, our software has been has suggested the need for active scans of machines as they implemented as a Java applet. This applet appears on the attempt to attach to a network [9] [33] [30] , [29] . The goal terminal when the client attempts to lpog into a network via of these scans is to detectands clean malcode from infecdo mechasm isntitem and it hides all of the underplatfovals. This is typically accompaisheddby examindng the mying functionanlity andw messagung associatedi with the zerocontents of all the files on a machine and v compariyrgthem knowledge client puzzle protocol. This applet displays the against known malcode. Such measures only serve to protect client's current status and alLerts them of successful and failed the network frop a machine at theme eof certification -attempts to attach to a network. We detail the cost and there are countless ways in which a truely malicious adversary operation of this process below. could circubmvead t this daefense. For example, the malcode While we stress its applicability to web-based operations, intended for release can simply be edncrypted or stored on this mechanism is not limited only to web-based systems. For removable media and therefore remain hidden from detection. exanple, in a network where authentication is not necessary, Worse yet, there is nothing to prevent an adversary from a DHCP server could run this process prior to assigning IP successfulUly passing a fulUl system scan and then downlLoading addresses. In a more controlled, nletwork, protocols su Order to be compliant. Finally, this protocol must perfor * REQJ(C S,N) S a join request from C to S.
efficilently. * REPX(C,SN) iS a join request response message fro:m
The first two of these goalLs alre achieved by the design of S to C, where X is eit:her A for accept or F for fa:lLure. we use the repetition of detection as a means of assurance. The client responds to the server with a string representing the infected/clean pattern of the original test vector, which delivered to the client's POP3 module. Note that because is compared against the pre-calculated, answer at the server. the anti-virus steps in between the client and server while If the two strings match, the client is admitted. If there is infected files are in use, there is no risk of contamination of any deviation in the strings, the client is refused entry to the the client's machine. Additionally, because the files themselves network. Figure 1 illustrates this protocol, which is described are never executed, the client's platform is at no risk of in further detail below.
being infected. To prevent damage, in the case that anti-A client wishing to attach to a network initiates communi-virus software is turned off, the buffers containing the files cation by sending a join request, REQ J(C,sN), to the server themselves are zeroed after each iteration. Because files that via the POP33 protocol. Because the protocol is run over contained malware have been altered (cleaned or deleted) from POP3, the anti-virus module automatically scans all incoming their original state by the anti-virus module and therefore no packets. This is a feature available in all of the major free longer match their original hash, determining the infection and, commercially released anti-virus software suites. We take status of each of the files in a vector is as simple as comparing advantage of the fact that this mechanism is turned on by two hash values of the files before and after the anti-virus default in all of these products. We leverage this default detection procedure is executed. setting to perform the necessary scanning of test vectors.
As is done in the test generator, the client creates the (Methods of ensuring that the user maintain the proper security corresponding Infection Index I for the received files. The configuration during the entirety of the attachment period are Infection Index is returned to the server, which passes the discussed in Section V-B.)
client's solution to the Answer Checking module. The module As shown in Figure 2 , the server responds to the request performs a lookup for the Infection Index calculated by the with a message containing the number of rounds R that must puzzle creator and compares the two values. A success or be passed for admission, the number of files P to scan per failure message is returned to the server's POP3 module. round and, a test vector. The puzzle itself is assembled, by the The module then either sends the next puzzle, if necessary, puzzle creator. Each vector consists of P files, Fo through or informs the client of its correct response and allows it FP-I, and their corresponding hash values, H(Fo) through to enter the network (REPA (C,S,N) (REPF(C,S,N) Without the proper selection of malcode for a specific a MIME message and forwards the data to the client. We environment, the value of this protocol is limited. A carefully examine the performance of this protocol in Section IV. chosen sampling of viruses, however, can be used to demonWhen the client receives the response from the server, the strate that a system is protected, against the most critical digital anti-virus module is automatically triggered by the use of the pathogens with a given assurance. The challenge in selection POP3 protocol. Only after the test vector has been completelLy comes in ensuring that the filLes sent to a client are not only scananed by the anti-virus module (and declared. safe) is it represenltative of the malcode most likely to affect a specific network, 'but also that the chosen malcode appears su.fficient:ly -Note that our use oft POP3 Is tailoredk to current anlti-virus tools. Other rand.om so as to make guessinlg the infected. files extremely protocolls7 e.g.7 H3TTP, SMETP7 coulld he readily used ftor our purposes to the samne effSect7 save that other anti-virus mnechanismns would he used to vet the difficult. ilncomning data and identif maalware.
We begin 'by first d.efinling the term assuralnce. As the number of files in a test vector increases, a client correctly Time is therefore a natural metric for pathogen selection; classifying an entire test vector is probabilistically more likely newer viruses are more likely to be encountered in the wild, to be running anti-virus software. The probability that a client and hence it is desirable to test protections against them is able to guess the status of infection for an entire test vector more frequently. From the discussion above, however, simply therefore decreases exponentially with the size of the test selecting the most recently released malcode or randomly vector. For example, while a client presented with a single selecting them from a uniform distribution is not sufficient. file can correctly guess whether or not the test file is infected A more robust system achieves both recency and breadth by with a probability of 0.5, a client receiving 10 files is only choosing malcode based, upon a number of realistic models able to guess the correct Infection Index with a probability of of decay. The most frequently used models for both digital 9 .76 10-4.
and, biological pathogen lifetimes utilize exponential [2] and Throughout the remainder of this text, we refer to the level geometric [tO] decays.
of assurance according to the standard engineering metric of
In addition to the choice of distribution, the effects can "nines". The example client above that correctly categorizes also be tuned by adjusting the size of time periods. Most all 10 files in the test vector is said to be running anti-commercial anti-virus programs, for example, release weekly virus software with three-9's (0.999) probability. Assurance updates of malcode definitions. Accordingly, the smallest time is simply 1 -Pr[GuessingCorrectly].
period for time-based models in our system is one week. This Using Equation 1 below, it is possible to determine the level of granularity is helpful for ensuring that client platforms number of files P necessary to achieve a desired assurance. are updated to the most recent set of definitions. Because Assurance levels of three-, six-, and nine-9's are accordingly the number of viruses per update is limited, extending the achievable through the use of 10, 20 and 30 files respectively. length of time periods may instead prove more valuable as the frequency of replay (and therefore the ease of guessing) P -A w5Rc Ls (1) iS decreased. The tradeoff between recency and replay must I log(.5R) therefore be carefu.lly balanced. Figure 4 illustrates that the We now explore various methodologies for selecting specific tradeoffs between recency, breadth, resistance to guessing and, instances of malcode for use in test vectors. An important ob-storage can be set depending on the specific distribution used. servation in selecting malcode is that the majority of machines Time is a natural metric, but it is not the only means connected to the Internet are eventually patched or upgraded. of calibration. For example, it may also make sense for an That is to say, malcode becomes less effective in infecting administrator to base their defenses around virulence. In this machines over time. The malcode that wreaked havoc a decade case, test vectors should include tests for more dangerous ago is highly unlikely to be able to establish a foothold in viruses with the greatest frequently. If the majority of malcode today's machines. Whi:le it is impossi'ble to assume that these in recent virus signaature updates do litt:le d.amage to actual maflicious programs ever comp'lete'ly vanish, the pro'babilit of systems, it is difficult to ju.stif that these pieces of ma'lcod.e being infected with a given piece of ma:lcode d.ecreases as should. 'be tested for more frequenatly. Accordingly, our tool a function of ti:me. AdditionalUly, because of the rapid spread coulLd be tuned to take advantage of virulence classificaof modern malLcode [27] , the probabilit that a machine is tions provided by many anti-virus software providers. Using infected with one of any nu:mber of recentlLy relLeased digitalL this info:rmation, the proper statisticalL distributions coulUd be pathogens is mu.ch more pro'bable.
formed. anld a network cou.ld. be finle-tu.ned to prevenlt the most This test vector corresponds to nine-9's assurance that a client Of course, all of these approaches can also be used in is running anti-virus software. The microbenchmarks measure concert to provide additional protections. A system based on the time spent on network transmission (Network), scanning time could subdivide each quanta into distributions based on (Anti-Virus Scanning), MIME encoding and decoding (MIME virulence. In turn, a system built to protect primarily against Parsing), and MD5 hashing of the received and potentially a particular family of attacks could select these exploits most cleaned files (Hashing).
frequently, but fill in the remaining test vector slots based on As expected, the dominant factor in the execution of this a temporal method. These additional protections come at the protocol was the scanning of incoming files. This activity, additional cost of classification, setup and maintenance. responsible for over 98.5% of the execution time over the The tuning of resilience must be carefully considered and average 431.548 milliseconds needed to execute this protocol, set by the administrator of any system to accurately protect takes two orders of magnitude more time than all of the other against the most relevant adversary.
operations combined. The observed variance can be attributed to the different file sizes in each puzzle and transient network IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION and operating system events. In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of the certification process. We begin with some notes on the construction of B. Macrobenchnmarks the tools. The Java programming language was chosen to While the microbenchmarks tested a 30-file test vector in implement the protocol, allowing us to execute the entire a single round, there are a number of compelling reasons process in a Java sandbox. Because the overwhelming majority for executing such a protocol across multiple rounds. For of viruses are written for Windows-based systems, we believe example, because it is significantly faster to transmit files than that demonstrating the performance of this procedure on a to scan them, it may be more efficient to issue puzzles with Windows box is essential. Accordingly, the server runs on fewer individual files and test them in smaller batches over a 1.6 GHz Pentium 4 Windows XP Pro version 2002 SPl a larger number of rounds. In this way, we could maximize with 256 MB RAM. The client runs on a 1.6 GHz Pentium performance by exploiting the relative speeds of transmission 4 Windows XP Pro version 2002 SP1 with 256 MB RAM and scanning to achieve a pipe-lining effect. Moreover, such running Symantec Norton Anti-virus. We used a Netgear a mechanism could decrease the total number of files trans-10/100 Dual Speed Hub between the server and the client on mitted because a failure would shor-circuit the transmission a 1OOMB/sec network. To prevent the server's resident anti-of the remaining files. In testing this hypothesis, however, we virus software from overzealously cleansing the infected virus discovered that this was not an effective approach. test files, the server reads the virus files off of a CD-ROM. . 6 . Macrobenchmark performance results for varying levels of assurance. total) over a varying number of rounds. Note that even though the number of As is observable in Figure 5 , the difference between a single versus multiple files scanned per round is inversely proportional to the number of rounds, the rounds of puzzle solving is dominated by the anti-virus scanning portion. clienlt. By contrast, our protocol takes a relatively short, fairly constant amount of time to execute. Of course, the goals and col quickly eclipses the cost legitimately interacting with the level of assurance provided by each approach differ vastly, so system. any performance comparison would be of limited value.
An additional method, of increasing the safety of the network Client-puzzles enforcing rate limitation on clients [17] , [32] would be to redirect clients failing the admission test access to can be varied in difficulty and be made to last anywhere local repositories of anti-virus updates. Such default behavior between minutes and seconds. Our protocol, too, can increase would allow users the opportunity to bring their platform up the difficulty required, to gain access to a system; however, to a required safety specification and then join the network. the orders of magnitude between rate limiting solutions and Such a model would be particularly beneficial to systems such process verification are necessarily different. Attestation-based as hot-spots that require users to log on before revenue can be solutions, which may offer the most comparable solution, also collected. cost up to tens of seconds [3] , [24] 
